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💥✈💥 BREAKING NEWS Justice begins for the victims
and families of MH17, a civilian aircraft shot down by a
Russian BUK as perpetrators are identified.

Identifying the Separatists Linked to the Downing of MH17 - bellingcat
The full report can be viewed here (mirror) The Bellingcat Investigation Team has
previously published a number of reports demonstrating that the deployment of the
Buk missile launcher used to shoot …

https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-europe/2019/06/19/identifying-the-separatists-…

💥3 of 4 of the suspects in the downing of MH17 are Russian citizens... Can’t wait to

hear Putin spin this...

Liveuamap
@Liveuamap

JIT names 3 Russian Federation residents and 1 Ukrainian to be 
charged with shotdown of MH17, all 4 later today will be put on 
Interpol and national wanted lists

73 11:13 AM - Jun 19, 2019

90 people are talking about this

🔥Since 2014, Putin denied RU was involved in moving a BUK into Eastern Ukraine

and shooting down a CIVILIAN passenger plane. Now, Igor Strelkov, Sergei
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Dubinsky, Leonid Kharchenko, and Oleh Pulatov will be charged by the Joint

Investigation Team.🔥

At the time of the MH17 Manafort, Kilimnik, Gates, Ferry, Griffin & Devine were

working for Putin’s guy, Yanokovych

🔥In 2015, @realDonaldTrump AGAIN ignored US intel on MH17 and sided with

Putin...

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D9a-t8MX4AEcdV0.jpg
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump


😳More on Igor Girkin AKA Strelkov - this wasn’t his first rodeo. He’s been accused

of creating a terrorist organization, organizing mass riots, and committing terrorist

acts.
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Replying to @kelly2277 and 4 others

Remember, Klyushin tweeted that Trump facilitated getting the 
BUK to Ukraine...  ibtimes.co.uk/igor-strelkov-…

27 5:59 AM - Nov 26, 2017

23 people are talking about this

Igor Strelkov: Key MH17 Crash Suspect Linked to Massacre of…
Igor Strelkov, separatist leader in Donetsk, a suspect in the downing
of Malaysia Airlines MH17, helped capture Visegrad, in 1992, where
ibtimes.co.uk

@bellingcat ‼ Strelkov- Girkin is selling his Ukraine gold medal awarded to him by

Konstantin Malofeev who is a propagandist billionaire connected to Flynn Mid East

nuclear deal, Pence, Trump, @Rykov @ARTEM_KLYUSHIN John Hannick- Fox

News, Sean Hannity etc https://www.rferl.org/a/onetime-russian-hero-selling-gold-

crimea-medal-bearing-despised-putin/29815575.html

😲 It’s starting to make sense why @ARTEM_KLYUSHIN posted this tweet

connecting @realDonaldTrump to the BUK👇
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FFS  Artem Klyushin admits in this tweet that Trump 
helped get BUK missile system into Ukraine @Comey Mueller 
@FBIWFO

255 3:05 AM - Nov 26, 2017

267 people are talking about this

🔥Malofeev awarded gold medal to Girkin - Strelkov for Ukraine- downing MH17.

Malofeev and Pence both in WFC, Malofeev in on Flynn Marshall Plan nuclear deal,

worked w RU spies- hackers to elect Trump AND Hannick, @seanhannity

@tsargradtv‼ 
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 @VP and Oligarch Malofeev have a lot in common -starting 
w the WCF-designated a hate group by @splcenter  
thedailybeast.com/the-kremlins-f…

83 10:41 PM - Sep 17, 2017

101 people are talking about this

The Kremlin’s Favorite Anti-Gay Hate Group is Coming to Utah
Agents of Kochs, the brains behind Hobby Lobby, and some rather
awful Russian oligarchs are teaming up to take away LGBT rights.
thedailybeast.com

🎖 I know this is complicated, but Konstantin Malofeev awarded a medal to at least

one of the guys involved in the downing of MH17 and is connected to Trump - Pence,

Fox News propagandists and helping Putin elect Trump‼  cc @MingGao26
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Replying to @kelly2277 and 2 others

So, the Jordan Nuclear Deal named  Marshall Plan after 
Malofeev’s Marshall Capital Partners- could it be connected to 
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Tillerson and Exxon
89 2:26 PM - Sep 17, 2017
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Malofeev-@tsargradtv and @RT_com fed RU talking points to @seanhannity via

Hannick - see Mikhail Lesin’s murder- @FoxNews and other accounts have gone

dark... huge story here👇
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Alfa Bank: Vekselberg, Blavatnik, Fridman, Aven, ‘friend’ of 
Mikhail Lesin, founder of RT & RU Press Minister, who was 
murdered before he was to testify to Congress and spill his 
secrets on @GOP PROPAGANDA COLLUSION w @FoxNews -
@seanhannity & Hanick, Malofeev & Tsargrad TV

80 6:03 PM - Jul 24, 2018

67 people are talking about this

🤔Was there was a propaganda network between Fox News, Sean Hannity, Alex

Jones, Laura Ingraham etc and Russia’s Tsargrad and RT⁉Was Lesin’s going to spill

the beans before he was murdered⁉
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Replying to @Redrum_of_Crows

Remember that Manafort was involved in the editing of that op-
ed he worked on with Konstantin Kilimnik Cohen helped write 
the Ukrainian peace plan  Hannity worked on propaganda w 
RT, Hanick and Malofeev....
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